ARCHIVES RECORD

RG526 Nebraska Rural Electrification Survey

Report and Maps: 1935
Cu. ft.: frac.
No. of Items: One

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

This record group consists of one item, the Nebraska Rural Electrification Survey conducted by the Nebraska Emergency Relief Administration, Lincoln, July, 1935. The survey contains a typed report and blueprint maps of the 72 Nebraska counties included in the survey. Director of the survey was Mr. E. E. Lewis, Rural Electrification Specialist at the University of Nebraska. Various kinds of data were produced including Density of Nebraska Farm Electrification Possibilities; Classification of Present Rural Electric Consumers; and Classification of Farmstead Possibilities for Rural Electrification.

DESCRIPTION

Item One Nebraska Rural Electrification Survey, 1935

(oversized, shelved in Drawer 23 of the oversized cabinets)